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ABSTRACT
The learning process of language teaching seems to be very demanding
and complicated, especially for speaking skill. Speaking, alongside with
writing, is considered to be productive skill in which it requires students
to produce the language in spoken form. The students need to be able to
speak the language by considering some aspects of speaking such as
fluency and accuracy. In other words, not only the student has to speak
correctly, but also it has to be as smooth as possible. Such particular case
becomes one of the reasons why it is difficult to master the skill itself. in
another case, it has become much more difficult for the students to grasp
the speaking material. Moreover, designing a speaking environment for
language teaching in classroom context is no difference. Due to the fact
that the scope of speaking skill is complex, the students are reluctant to
say something or use the language. That is why the English teacher needs
to come up with specific plans to teach English as second or foreign
language. One of ways to overcome the problem is by implementing
game. The nature of game will help the English teacher to develop such
amusing and enjoyable atmosphere in the teaching and learning process.
Keywords: Speaking skill, Teaching Speaking, Media in Teaching Speaking,
Games.
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INTRODUCTION
In the globalization age today, English assumes as a more
and more important part as a means of international
communication. English takes up a very important position in
almost any sectors of use such as business, commerce, academic
field, technology, diplomatic circle, etc. Therefore in the academic
field or educational purposes, in some recent years, the focus of
teaching has been promoting oral skills in order to respond the
•–—†‡•–•ï •‡‡†• ˆ‘” ‡ˆˆ‡…–‹˜‡ …‘••—•‹…ƒ–‹‘•ä
However, due to some objective and subjective reasons,
teaching and learning English in general and teaching and learning
speaking in particular does not come up to the study aims. Despite
–‡ƒ…Š‡”•ï ‡ˆˆ‘”–• –‘ ’”‘˜‹†‡ •–—†‡•–• ™‹–Š ‘’’‘”–—•‹–‹‡• –‘ †‡˜‡Ž‘’
their communicative skills, how to teach and learn speaking
effectively is still a challenging question to both teachers and
students at many schools.
When the teachers are struggling in designing activities
™Š‹…Š …ƒ• †‡˜‡Ž‘’ –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï ƒ„‹Ž‹–› ‹• •ƒ•–‡”‹•‰ •‰Ž‹•Šá
especially in speaking aspect, the students face even a bigger
problem. The fact has shown that the students are quite difficult to
improve their speaking ability because they are accustomed to use
their native language in their daily life than using English. This is
the reason why we can not deny the fact that the students still
considered speaking skill as the most difficult skill to be mastered.
In classroom context, the English teacher often find the students
can hardly use English for communicative objectives even in the
simplest form.
Meanwhile, the main focus in learning language as second or
foreign language had changed. In ancient time, the purpose of
mastering the language is to be able to read the literature of the
language. In some recent years, the mastery of speaking skills in
English is a priority for many second-language or foreign-language
learners. Consequently, learners often evaluate their success in
language learning as well as the effectiveness of their English course
on the basis of how much they feel they have improved in their
spoken language proficiency (Jack C. Richards: 2008).
Based on Nguyen and Nguyen (2001), speaking is meant
—•†‡” –™‘ ƒ•’‡…–•ã ƒ……—”ƒ…› ƒ•† ˆŽ—‡•…›ä ò ……—”ƒ…› ‹•˜‘Ž˜‡• –Š‡
…‘””‡…– —•‡ ‘ˆ ˜‘…ƒ„—Žƒ”›á ‰”ƒ••ƒ” ƒ•† ’”‘•—•…‹ƒ–‹‘•óä ó Š‡”‡ƒ•
fluency can be thought of as the ability to keep going when
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•’‡ƒ•‹•‰ •’‘•–ƒ•‡‘—•Ž›óä
Š‡• •’‡ƒ•‹•‰ ˆŽ—‡•–Ž›á Žƒ•‰—ƒ‰‡
learners should be able to get message across whatever resources
ƒ•† ƒ„‹Ž‹–‹‡• ™Šƒ– –Š‡›ï˜‡ ‰‘–á ”‡‰ƒ”†Ž‡•• ‘ˆ ‰”ƒ••ƒ–‹…ƒŽ ƒ•† ‘–Š‡”
mistakes. Meanwhile, many educators believe that in a
…‘••—•‹…ƒ–‹˜‡ …Žƒ•• ò‹– ‹• •‘– •‡…‡••ƒ”› –‘ –‡ƒ…Š …‘•˜‡”•ƒ–‹‘•ƒŽ
ˆ‡ƒ–—”‡• ‘” ’—•Š •–—†‡•–• –‘ …‘••—•‹…ƒ–‡ ƒ……—”ƒ–‡Ž›ó ƒ•† –Šƒ–
òˆŽ—‡•…› …ƒ• „‡ †‡˜‡Ž‘’‡† „› •‹•’Ž› ’”‘˜‹†‹•‰ •–—†‡•–• ™‹–Š Ž‘–• ‘ˆ
…‘•˜‡”•ƒ–‹‘•ƒŽ ’”ƒ…–‹…‡óä Š‡”‡ˆore, the requirements of language
fluency and accuracy may differ variably due to each stage of
language learning.
Nguyen and Nguyen (2001) also introduces some favorablyused strategies in speaking. They are:
1. The use of natural-•‘—•†‹•‰ ò‹•…‘•’Ž‡–‡ó •entences.
2. Š‡ —•‡ ‘ˆ …‘••‘• ‡š’”‡••‹‘•• Ž‹•‡ ò ‡˜‡” •‹•†ó ò ‘—ï”‡
™‡Ž…‘•‡óå
3. Š‡ —•‡ ‘ˆ òˆ‹ŽŽ‡”•ó ƒ•† Š‡•‹–ƒ–‹‘• †‡˜‹…‡•ã
‡ŽŽá Ž‡– •‡
think...
4. The use of communication strategies such as asking for
…Žƒ”‹ˆ‹…ƒ–‹‘••ã ò ƒ”†‘•ëó ò †‘•ï– —•†‡”•–ƒ•†ä Šat do you
•‡ƒ•ëóå
5. The ability to paraphrase-ò’—– ‹– ƒ•‘–Š‡” ™ƒ›ó ‘” ‡š’Žƒ‹•
†‡•…”‹„‡ ™Šƒ– –Š‡› ™ƒ•– –‘ •ƒ› ‹ˆ –Š‡› Šƒ˜‡•ï– ‰‘– –Š‡ ”‹‰Š–
language.
Bygate (1987) suggested a more comprehensive discussion of
the nature of speaking. It is shown that in order to be able to speak
a foreign language, it is obviously necessary to have microlinguistics skills, that is, to understand some grammar, vocabulary
and the rules governing how words are put together to form
sentences. Bygate (1987) also discusses further at great length the
two sub-skills of interaction skills that the speakers use when they
speak: the routine skills and negotiation skills. Routines are the
conventional ways of presenting information such as descriptions,
comparisons, story telling. They can be either expository,
concerning presenting factual information, or evaluative where the
speakers explain, reason, justify, predict and draw conclusions.
They can also be interaction routines that can be found in
interactions in different specific situations like interviews or
discussions, etc.
According to Windows (1978: 38) in Abidin (2008: 2006)
says, speaking a productive rather than receptive and operates
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through the aural rather than the visual medium. Windows adds
that speaking for the manifestation or language as usage and refers
to the realization of language as use spoken interaction as talking.
Speaking knows teacher and student have tied reading translation
and analysis as way to enter language, there are partial experience
the student does not knows sentence until they speak it. When
students red aloud they have manipulated only part of language,
according to Jackson Hanna in Maula (1996: 59).
Murcia in Abidin (2001: 103) also says that speaking in activity
requiring the integration sub system. There entire factors combine
to make speaking second or foreign language learners. Yet many
people, speaking are seen as central skills. On the other word,
speaking is integrated from pronunciation, complex structure and
vocabulary.
From the definitions stated above, it can be concluded that
speaking skill refers to oral production in spoken form. There many
aspects which need to be taken consideration such as; the use of
vocabulary, accuracy, fluently, pronunciation, etc. Therefore, in
improving our speaking skill, it is important for us to keep using
English as our daily language.
By considering the fact stated above, in this paper the writer
would like to discuss this problem further and try to provide the
readers the answer of this complicating problem which is by using
games. The reason why the writer purposes language games
because games can be a very useful teaching technique for the
effective and joyful learning. Games also believed can give the
’‘•‹–‹˜‡ ‡ˆˆ‡…– ‘• –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï ‹•–‡”‡•– ƒ•† •‘–‹˜ation in studying
English as well as to increase their speaking ability.
METHODS
As this study aims to give comprehensive explanation about
the significance of implementing games for language teaching,
especially for speaking class, it used qualitative research approach
in the form of library research focusing on gathering the
information related to the subject studied. The data were collected
by using documentation. Moreover, there are two kinds of data
used; primary and secondary data taken from any materials such as
books, articles, journal articles, and so on which is relevant to the
subject described as the supporting data as well as argument
provided by the writer. Furthermore, the data was analyzed
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descriptively by using deductive and inductive approach. In
addition, content analysis method was also used in analyzing the
data as well as drawing conclusion based on the content of the data
itself. Likewise, the triangulation process used to validate the data
collected. In this particular case, the data was triangulated and
compared each other within the authorsï perspective related to the
significance of games in speaking class context.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Teaching Speaking Skill by Using Games
Language is an art. That is why teaching language sometime
considered as an art work, it has to be learnt in both theory and
practice. Because of this reason, most of teachers are struggling in
teaching language as second or foreign language. Especially, when
they teach aspect of language which is required the students to
produce something such as speaking and writing.
Not only the teacher who face some difficulties here, but the
students themselves are in the same situation. According to Gunter,
ester and Schwab (2005:7) there are two major problems why the
students are difficult to learn English:
1. Whatever the student learns from experience of memorizing
word is mostly lost within a few hours or day of the test.
2. The student learns practically nothing about the system of
English spelling and word meaning and spelling are
connected.
Furthermore, Ur (1996) says that there still exist some
problems with speaking activities as follows:
1. Inhibition: Unlike reading, writing and listening activities,
speaking requires some degree of real-time exposure to an
audience. Learners are often inhibited about trying to say
things in a foreign language in the classroom: worried about
making mistakes, fearful of criticism or losing face, or simply
shy of the attention that their speech attracts.
2. Nothing to say: Even if they are not inhibited, you often hear
learners complain that they cannot think of anything to say:
they have no motive to express themselves beyond the guilty
feeling that they should be speaking.
3. Low or uneven participation: Only one participant can talk at
a time if he or she is to be heard, and in a large group this
means that each one will have only very little time talking.
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This problem is compounded by the tendency of some
learners to dominate, while others speak very little or not at
all.
4. Mother-tongue use: In classes where all, or a number of, the
learners share the same mother tongue, they may tend to use
it: because it is easier, because it feels unnatural to speak to
one another in a foreign language, and because they feel less
ò‡š’‘•‡†ó ‹ˆ –Š‡› ƒ”‡ •’‡ƒ•‹•‰ –Š‡‹” •‘–Š‡” –‘•‰—‡ä ˆ –Š‡›
are talking in small groups it can be quite difficult to get
some classes-particularly the less disciplined or motivated
ones- to keep to the target language.
Considering those problems, it is urgently necessary to use
devices or tools in teaching language, especially teaching speaking
skill. Devices here refer to all of the objects or techniques which can
be applied in teaching speaking skill. One of them is by using
games. However, why should we use games?
Game is an organize activity which consist of set of rules and
have capability to make the students fun and creative, game also
can provide an enjoyable atmosphere and interesting way to help
the students to acquire the language that is used to communicate.
It can be said that game not only function as time filling activities
but also they can bring some educational values that enable the
children to learn the language.
Usually, games applied in teaching language process,
especially in teaching speaking, called language games. Mc Cabe
(1992) defines a language games as a spoken routine for two or
more players, meant to be repeated many times. This implies that
such repetition will enable the children to communicate effectively
since playing language games will help the children to develop
language and thought. In the activities of language games, the
children will develop their ability to say what they mean to say and
to express themselves clearly.
From the definition above, it can be seen clearly that games
do not only provide supportive activities and practices that can
motivate the students to interact and communicate, but games can
also create opportunities for students to acquire the language in a
meaningful way. In short, it can be said that games are able to help
students use and practice the target language in a relaxed way.
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The function of game itself in teaching and learning process
is …ƒ• Ž‘™‡” •–—†‡•–•ï ƒ•š‹‡–› ‹• —•‹•‰ –Š‡ –ƒ”‰‡– Žƒ•‰—ƒ‰‡á –Š‡› will
also highly motivating and entertaining so that the shy students will
get more opportunities to express their opinion and feeling.
Further, Zdybiewska (as cited in Uberman,2002), she believes that
games can be a good way in practicing the target language that
being learned by the children, since they are able to provide a
model of language on what the learners will use in the real life.
Related to that statement, Kim (1995:35) presents six advantages of
using games in the classroom, which are:
1. Games are motivating and challenging.
2. Games can be used as a welcome break from the usual
routine of the language class.
3. Games help the students to make and sustain the
effort of learning.
4. Games provide language practice in the various and
integrated language skills.
5. Games encourage students to interact and
communicate to each other.
6. Games create a meaningful context for language that
is being learned by the students.
However, when do we have to use games? Actually, there are
no fixed stages for using games in teaching and learning process.
Traditionally, games have been used in the language class as
warms-up at the beginning of class, fill-ins when there is extra time
near the end of the class or as an occasional bit of spice stirred into
the curriculum to add variety. However, more importantly, games
can also constitute a more substantial part of the language courses.
• ˆ‘” … ƒŽŽ—•á ]ed\ á ò‰ƒ•‡• …ƒ• „‡ —•‡† ‹• ƒ•› Žƒ•‰—ƒ‰‡
teaching situation and with any skill area whether reading, writing,
Ž‹•–‡•‹•‰ ‘” •’‡ƒ•‹•‰äó
Holding the same viewpoint, Hadfield, (1987) also stated that
ò ƒ•‡s can be used at any stage of the lesson once the target
language has been introduced and explained. They serve both as a
memory aid and repetition drill and as a chance to use language
ˆ”‡‡Ž›á ƒ• ƒ •‡ƒ•• –‘ ƒ• ‡•† ”ƒ–Š‡” –Šƒ• ƒ• ‡•† ‹• ‹–•‡Žˆäó —– Š‡ ƒŽ•o
ƒˆˆ‹”•‡† –Šƒ– ò–Š‡ •‘•– —•‡ˆ—Ž ’Žƒ…‡ ˆ‘” –Š‡•‡ ‰ƒ•‡• ‹• ƒ– –Š‡ ˆ”‡‡
stage of the traditional progression from presentation through
practice to free communication, to be used as a culmination of the
Ž‡••‘•á ƒ• ƒ …Šƒ•…‡ ˆ‘” •–—†‡•–• –‘ —•‡ Žƒ•‰—ƒ‰‡ –Š‡›ï˜‡ learnt
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ˆ”‡‡Ž›äó ……‘”†‹•‰ –‘ ”‹‰Š–á ‡––‡”‹†‰‡ ¬ —…•Ž› ]ed_ ’—– ‹• ò
Games can be found to give practice in all the skills: reading,
writing, listening or speaking in all stages of the teaching / learning
•‡“—‡•…‡ ƒ•† ˆ‘” •ƒ•› –›’‡• ‘ˆ …‘••—•‹…ƒ–‹‘•äó
• •Š‘”–á ƒ• ‡‡á ]ece ‘„•‡”˜‡†á ƒ ‰ƒ•‡ ò•Š‘—Ž† •‘– „‡
regarded as a marginal activity filling in odd moments when the
–‡ƒ…Š‡” ƒ•† …Žƒ•• Šƒ˜‡ •‘–Š‹•‰ „‡––‡” –‘ †‘äó ƒ•‡• ‘—‰Š– –‘ „‡ –Š‡
heart of teaching foreign languages. Rixon (1981) suggested that
games can be used at all stages of the lesson, provided that they are
suitable and carefully chosen.
As we can see above, games are flexible activity. We can use
it as warm up activity or do it in the end of the class, even we can
use it as main activity. Besides that games also can be applied in all
skills in English.
Therefore, games also can be applied in all level of the
students since our students like playing game naturally.
Before discussing about the sample of games, we need to know how
to organize games itself. In designing or organizing games, we need
to pay attention to these factors, they are:
1. Timing: The teachers need to estimate the time of the game
before running a game. Lewis and Bedson (1999) suggested
that games should last from five to twenty minutes including
preparation, presentation, game playing and post playing. It
is important not to play a game for too long, students will
lose their interest. It is best to stop a game at its peak.
2. Level of the games: Level of the games is another factor that
the teachers should take into consideration when using
language games in speaking lessons. Therefore, the teachers
need to pay careful attention to the difficult level of the
games. Part of the appeal of games lies in the challenge, but
if the challenge is too great, some students may become
discouraged. The teacher should also pay attention to the
heterogeneity of the games. It means that the games should
allow chance for both the bright and not-very- bright
students. The chosen and adapted games should be relevant
to the content of the lesson. It should be noted that even the
most appropriate game will become meaningless if they are
used repeatedly in different speaking lessons. Therefore, it is
advisable that the teachers should exploit a variety of
language games.
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3. Classroom language: When starting a game, the teacher
should tell the students the rules of the game. It is one of the
•‡› ˆƒ…–‘”• –Šƒ– Ž‡ƒ† –‘ –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï •—……‡•• ‹• ’Žƒ›‹•‰
games. However, it is not simply enough to read out the
rules of a new game or to hand out a written copy of the
rules. Each game will need a proper introduction, which
means an explanation-not just a reading-of the rules. When
giving instructions, a few words in mother tongue are
sometimes necessary as it would be the quickest way to
make everything clear. It is a waste of time to throw students
unprepared into an activity that they have not yet fully
grasped: things will go wrong very quickly and the teachers
will then have to spend more time trying to repair the
situation. The teachers also need to demonstrate a short part
of the game in which they actually make use of the language
or the skill that the game is designed to practise, and then
gradually get students joining in as according to many
methodologists, games are best set up by demonstration
rather than by lengthy explanation. Moreover, it is advisable
that teachers make their demonstration as lively and
appealing as possible so that students are motivated to join
the game.
4. Classroom management: Language games would be very
enjoyable and rewarding if they are handled in the right way.
The way in which games are organized varies a great deal
basing on specific purposes and particular game. Some
games are played in pairs or in groups, some in teams and
some with the whole class playing against the teacher. The
formation of groups and pairs should initially be based on
•–—†‡•–•ï ‹••‡†‹ƒ–‡ •‡‹‰Š„‘—”• –‘ ƒ˜‘‹† •‘‹•‡ ƒ•†
disruption. Thus, in pair work and group work, students
choose the ones next to them, behind them or in front of
them as partners. It is important that they can maintain face
to face contact where sitting comfortably as it makes
activities a lot easier. In short, the teacher must decide in
advance how to organize the class so that, as Carrier (1985)
•–ƒ–‡†ã ò–Š‡ •‡––‹•‰ —’ ‘ˆ ƒ ‰ƒ•‡ …ƒ• „‡ …ƒ””‹‡† ‘—– ƒ•
“—‹…•Ž› ƒ•† ••‘‘–ŠŽ› ƒ• ’‘••‹„Ž‡äó
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There are so many of examples of games which can be
applied in teaching speaking skill in the class. However, not all of
–Š‡•‡ •‹•†• ‘ˆ ‰ƒ•‡ ƒ”‡ •—‹–ƒ„Ž‡ ‹• ‹•’”‘˜‹•‰ –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï
speaking abilities. In this particular game, we need to make sure
that the main focus is to make the students speak or say something.
•‡ ‘ˆ –Š‡ ‡šƒ•’Ž‡• ‘ˆ ‰ƒ•‡ ™Š‹…Š …ƒ• „‡ —•‡† ‹• ò Šƒ‹• ‘”†•óä
Š‹• ‰ƒ•‡ ‹• †‡•‹‰•‡† –‘ ‹•’”‘˜‡ –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï ƒ„‹Ž‹–› ‹• •’‡ƒ•‹•‰
by forming sentence from appropriate words. This game can be
applied in intermediate, pre-advanced or even advanced students.
For intermediate and pre-advanced students we can use controlled
activity and for the advanced, we can use free activity.
This game actually requires the students to arrange words in order
to form a good sentence by saying a word one by one. So, what the
students need to do is just saying one word at a time orderly.
However, the word must be coherent with the previous one. For
example:
–—†‡•–• ã ò Š‡ó
–—†‡•–• ã ò Š‡ ’Žƒ›•ó
–—†‡•–• ã ò Š‡ ’Žƒ›• „ƒ†•‹•–‘•ó
Etc . . . . .
The students who cannot add an appropriate word will be
the loser and we can ask him/her to come forward to say the
complete sentence done before. Besides that, we also can ask
him/her to create another sentence which is similar (further
explanation will be explained in the appendix).
This game will help the students in analysing the word (how
to use the word) and being familiar with the function of the words
in the sentence, whether they will be a subject, verb, object, adverb,
or something else. Another advantage that we can get is the
students will be aware and be more careful in choosing the
appropriate word to be used in certain sentence unconsciously.
Another game which can be used in the classroom activity is
ò Š‡ –”—–Š ‹”…Ž‡óä Š‹• ‰ƒ•‡ ‹• •‹•‹Žƒ” –‘ ™Šƒ– ™‡ —•—ƒŽŽ› †‘ ™Š‡•
we go camping. What we have to do is just ask the students to sit in
circle and start spinning the bottle or something else, and the
student who is pointed by the bottle will be the one who will
answer anything asked by the others (further explanation will be
explained in the appendix).
This game will attract the student attention, because
sometime they will use this chance to ask everything they want
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about their friends. Another advantage we can get is our students
usually are not really care about the use of grammar, they will just
say something which is a good point in learning English, especially
in speaking aspect.
From the discussion above, we can say that teaching English,
especially teaching speaking skill, is not an easy job. There are a lot
of aspects which need to be taken consideration. Due to this fact,
we need tools or devices which can help us in delivering the
material. One of them is by using game. Game is very useful activity
to b‡ ƒ’’Ž‹‡† ‹• ‹•’”‘˜‹•‰ –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï ƒ„‹Ž‹–› ‹• •’‡ƒ•‹•‰ ••‹ŽŽä
There are so many kinds of game which can be used, but it is
essential to be remembered that the main goal is to make the
students are able to say something or produce something in spoken
form. However, before applying it, we should know what we should
do and should not do in order to make the students can get the
material optimally.
CONCLUSION
Teaching as well as providing appropriate speaking activities
in classroom context is difficult. That is why it is essential for
English teacher to use a certain technique which will help in
teaching speaking skill to our students. As it was mentioned before,
one of the best solutions is by using game. Game is a useful tool to
be used. Naturally, game w‹ŽŽ ƒ––”ƒ…– –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï ‹•–‡•–‹‘• ˆ”‘•
the very beginning. Besides that, game can bring some enjoyment
to the students and automatically it will make the students not only
interested in playing it, but also can get the material or the idea
being delivered effectively. However, it is also important to consider
•‡˜‡”ƒŽ –Š‹•‰• Ž‹•‡â –Š‡ …Žƒ••”‘‘• •‹–—ƒ–‹‘•á –Š‡ •–—†‡•–•ï Ž‡˜‡Žá ƒ•
well as the environment.
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